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L EGAL S TUFF
(Nobody likes it, but you need to read it!)

Terms of Use
These lessons are copyright protected. Copyright © 2014 by Homeschool Programming, Inc. Using this
document constitutes your agreement to the Terms of Use. You are not allowed to distribute any part of the
lessons by any means to anyone else. You are not allowed to make it available for free (or fee) on any other
source of distribution media, including the Internet, by means of posting or sending the file. If you wish to
share, please link others to our website at http://www.HomeschoolProgramming.com/minecraft. You may
reproduce (print or copy) course materials as needed for your personal use only.

Disclaimer
Homeschool Programming, Inc., and their officers and shareholders, assume no liability for damage to
personal computers or loss of data residing on personal computers arising due to the use or misuse of this
lesson material. Always follow instructions provided by the manufacturer of 3rd party programs that may be
included or referenced by these lessons.
The material contained within these free lessons is not guaranteed. Minecraft is a rapidly evolving game and
certain parts of the lessons may become outdated over time.

Copyright Notices
“Minecraft” and all related assets are copyright by Mojang AB.
Minecraft ®/TM & © 2009-2013 Mojang / Notch
“TeenCoder” and “KidCoder” are trademarks of Homeschool Programming, Inc.

Other Notices and Conditions
•

These lessons are not officially associated with, or supported by Mojang in any way.

•

These lessons are free (non-commercial). If you paid for them, you paid too much!

•

You (the reader) are responsible for obtaining a legally licensed copy of your Minecraft game and
abiding by all terms of the Minecraft EULA (see link below).
https://account.mojang.com/documents/minecraft_eula

Learn Java, HTML, Visual Basic, and C# at:

www.HomeschoolProgramming.com
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W ELCOME
Thanks for taking our free lessons on “Beginning Minecraft Mods – Part One”! If you want to write your
own Minecraft mods, these lessons will help you understand what is involved. Minecraft mods are a huge
topic, and we don’t cover every angle in these lessons. But by the time you are done, you’ll understand the
basics and have the resources you need to learn more.

About Us
Homeschool Programming, Inc. provides computer science (programming) courses to 4th12th grade students. Students in all learning environments (public school, private school,
co-ops, and homeschool) with no prior experience can learn to write their own computer
programs, websites, games, and apps. Please click on the links below for more information!

Course
KidCoder: Web Design
KidCoder: Visual Basic
TeenCoder: C#
TeenCoder: Java/Android

Description
Use HTML, CSS, and JavaScript to create web pages
Learn Visual Basic to write your own programs and games
Use object-oriented concepts to write programs and games in C#
Learn Java and Eclipse, study for the AP CS A exam, and write
Android apps!

Contact Us and Getting Help
We welcome your questions and suggestions regarding these lessons or other programming topics! You
may contact us through links provided on our website: http://www.homeschoolprogramming.com.
You can also follow us on Facebook and Twitter:
http://www.facebook.com/HomeschoolProgramming
http://twitter.com/HSProgramming

Learn Java, HTML, Visual Basic, and C# at:
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Pre-Requisites – Skills You Need to Begin
If you’re an eager Minecraft player and have great ideas, that’s a good start.
But you need to have some extra skills up your sleeve before you begin
writing your own mods.
Our lessons assume you already know how to do these things:
•

You should be able to use a keyboard and mouse to select and run
programs, use application menu systems, and generally work with
your operating system.

•

You should understand how to load and save files on the hard disk, and how to use the built-in
operating system applications like Windows Explorer or Mac OS Finder to navigate a file system
and directory structures and copy or move files and folders.

•

You should have some practice using text editors such as Notepad or TextEdit.

•

You should know how to use your web browser to find information on the Internet.

•

Of course, you should already know how to play Minecraft and have a licensed copy of the game.

Age Ranges
These lessons are generally recommended for kids and teens in the 6th-12th grade range. Every student is
different, so everyone is welcome to read along and see what you can do.

Learn Java, HTML, Visual Basic, and C# at:

www.HomeschoolProgramming.com
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P ART O NE : M INECRAFT T EXTURE P ACKS
Minecraft is a big, big game! The Internet is filled with websites, forums, and YouTube videos on many
Minecraft topics. In fact, some of you probably know more about it than we do, so you are welcome to
make suggestions to improve this or future lessons . Our goal will be to go behind the scenes a bit and
learn how to make some simple “mods” or modifications on your own. We are not going to talk about how
to install or play Minecraft; you’ll have to figure that out on your own if you haven’t already.
In Part One, you will learn how to change the appearance of Minecraft with Texture Packs. Changing
“textures” or images will give familiar objects a different look in your game environment. This part contains
four separate lessons.
Description
Lesson 1

Understand the Minecraft installation, discuss versioning issues, make a backup of your
current installation, and ensure you can ZIP and unzip files successfully.

Lesson 2

Install a pre-built mod to see how the process works

Lesson 3

Create your own “texture” or “resource” mod

Lesson 4

Work with the Painterly Pack utility

These lessons do not require any Java programming skills, so anyone can complete them!

Learn Java, HTML, Visual Basic, and C# at:
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Lesson 1: Getting Geared Up
In this lesson you are going to learn how to find the Minecraft files on your computer, how to ZIP and unZIP packages, and where to go online for more Minecraft info. First, giving credit where credit is due…
Minecraft was originally developed by Markus Persson (a.k.a “Notch”) and has since been maintained and
extended by many others. For a full list of credits, please see:
https://minecraft.net/game/credits
Useful Links
The most up-to-date and complete source of Minecraft mod-related information is scattered across the
Internet in a combination of forum posts, YouTube videos, etc. One set of lessons can’t cover everything.
There are many Minecraft-related sites out there, and you are encouraged to spend some time poking
around these popular sites on your own:
http://minecraft.net/ (The official site)
http://www.minecraftforum.net
http://www.facebook.com/minecraft
http://minecraft.gamepedia.com/Minecraft_Wiki
http://www.youtube.com/minecraft
http://www.planetminecraft.com
Other sites and articles can be found with some simple online searching.
We are going to give you many links to different Internet sites. To the best of our
knowledge, these sites are basically safe. But ALWAYS use caution when visiting new
areas, and have adult supervision if needed. Even safe-seeming sites may contain some
salty language or other unwanted content, so visit at your own risk and responsibility!
Don’t click on anything you don’t understand, and always scan downloaded programs
with your anti-virus software before running them.

Learn Java, HTML, Visual Basic, and C# at:

www.HomeschoolProgramming.com
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Minecraft Files on your Computer
Minecraft installs itself to a somewhat unusual directory. To find it, follow the steps listed below depending
on your operating system.
Windows XP  Windows 7
Click on your Windows Start menu icon
in the bottom left, and type
“%appdata%” in the search box. It
should find a folder called “Roaming”
belonging to your logged-in user.

Click on that “Roaming” folder to open it. Inside you should see a folder called “.minecraft” (among many
other folders).

Learn Java, HTML, Visual Basic, and C# at:
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Windows 8
On a Windows 8 computer you don’t have the familiar Start
menu (thanks, Microsoft). Instead you have a “Start” page or
desktop, and you can begin searching for something just by
typing in your search phrase. So begin typing “%appdata%”
to get the search screen like this. Then hit “Enter” and you
should be taken directly to your user’s “Roaming” folder.
“.minecraft” should be inside, just like Windows 7.

Mac OS
On Mac OS, run the Finder application. Then select “Go  Go to Folder” from the menu. Type in
“~/Library/Application Support/minecraft” in the pop-up dialog.

That should take you directly to your “minecraft” folder with
files and sub-folders similar to the ones shown below.

Learn Java, HTML, Visual Basic, and C# at:
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Backing up the “.minecraft” Folder
Regardless of your operating system, once you are looking inside the
“.minecraft” folder with Windows Explorer or Mac OS Finder, you should
see a similar set of files and folders. The example to the right shows a version
1.7.10 installation.
This folder contains your entire game, including any saved worlds, already
installed mods, etc. It is important that you back up (make a copy) of this
folder before starting any custom “mod” work on your own. That way you
can restore your game to the previous state, with your saved worlds, should
your original folder become corrupted. Always make a backup of your
“.minecraft” directory before experimenting with mods.
To perform a backup, just use Windows Explorer or Mac OS Finder to make
a copy of the “.minecraft” directory. You can call the backup folder anything
you like (though more descriptive is better) and place the backup folder in a
convenient spot.
For example, to the right we’ve copied the
“1710_original.minecraft” in the same directory.

“.minecraft”

folder

to

Using Windows Explorer and Mac OS Finder to manage your files and directories is one of those “prerequisite skills” we listed earlier. But if you need some hints, take a look at this brief video:
http://www.homeschoolprogramming.com/downloads/Finder_Explorer.mp4
Windows users should note that a highly
annoying “feature” of Windows Explorer
may prevent you from renaming to folders
that start with a dot. If you get the “You
must type a file name” error message, you
can usually trick your way around it.

To overcome this restriction, add an extra dot at the end of the
filename. Explorer will then accept the leading dot and remove
the trailing dot in the final folder name.

Learn Java, HTML, Visual Basic, and C# at:
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Minecraft Versioning
Minecraft is updated often with new capabilities, bug fixes, and other improvements. The version in
December, 2013 was version 1.7.4, but now we are up to version 1.7.10 or later. In general, mods written
for earlier versions of Minecraft may not work well (or at all) on newer versions! So when you install a mod,
first make sure the mod version matches the version of Minecraft you are going to use. Later versions of
Minecraft will let you play the game using earlier versions.
Don’t forget to make backup copies of your Minecraft directory if you want to save particular combinations
of versions and installed mods!

ZIP and un-ZIP
If you often download programs or files from the Internet, you may have come across a special type of file
called a “zip” file. These zip files can contain one or more files that are “compressed”, or shrunken in size,
and packaged neatly together in a single file. This makes it easier for you to copy these files over slower
Internet connections. It also makes them easier to store on your computer, because they take up less space.
Most ZIP files will have a “.zip” extension at the end. When you “ZIP” a file, you are taking a file or a
group of files and bundling them together into a single “zip” file. When you “un-ZIP” a file, you are taking
your single “zip” file and turning it back into the original files. It is common for Minecraft mods or tools to
come in ZIP file. This is why it’s important to understand how to zip and un-zip files on your computer!
Windows 7 and 8 users can ZIP and un-ZIP directly from Windows Explorer, and Mac OS users can do the
same thing from Finder. Users of older versions of Windows like XP or Vista may need to download a free
or shareware utility such as: www.7-zip.org, www.jzip.com, or www.winzip.com.
In the next section we’ll demonstrate zipping and un-zipping on Windows 7+ and Mac OS. If you have an
older version of Windows, and need to get one of the tools mentioned above, go ahead and do so now.
You can use the help menus built into those tools or websites for instructions if needed.

Learn Java, HTML, Visual Basic, and C# at:
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Zipping and un-Zipping on Windows
To create a ZIP file on Windows 7+, start by running Windows Explorer and navigating to the area you
want to zip. Then right-click on the file or folder and select “Send to  Compressed (zipped) folder”. In
this example we’ll just ZIP up the entire “.minecraft” folder.

After some time you will see a new file produced in that same folder with a *.zip
extension. Now we’re not going to use this file for anything, it’s just practice. So
you can choose to ZIP up any other file or directory instead.
To reverse the operation and explode the ZIP
contents, right-click on the ZIP file and select
“Extract All…”. Then choose a target directory
to receive the files.
If you don’t want to overwrite the original
directory, pick a different directory for the un-zip.
If you are using Windows Explorer, a subdirectory that matches the ZIP filename will be
automatically created under the target folder.

If you are using a different ZIP package
such as 7-Zip or WinZip, your screens
will be different.

Learn Java, HTML, Visual Basic, and C# at:
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Zipping and un-Zipping on Mac OS
Zip and un-zip capability is built into Mac OS Finder. To bundle a
file or folder into a ZIP file, right-click on the item in Finder and
select “Compress <item name>”. Again we’ll ZIP up the entire
“minecraft” folder as an example.

Your ZIP file will be created while a “Copy” dialog shows you the progress.

Finally, you should have a “<item name>.zip” file appear when the operation is complete.

Un-zipping is equally easy! Just double-click on the ZIP file and it will be automatically unzipped into a
subdirectory with the same name.

Learn Java, HTML, Visual Basic, and C# at:
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Lesson 1 Activity: Making Backups and ZIP files
In this activity you are going to make a backup of your existing “.minecraft” directory. You will also
practice zipping and unzipping a folder.
Making a Backup
First, run Windows Explorer or Mac OS Finder and navigate to the directory containing your “.minecraft”
folder. Copy the entire folder to another name and/or location for safekeeping.
This is your primary backup of your existing Minecraft version, mods, and saved worlds. Don’t get rid of
this folder because you may need it later to restore your original version.

Creating a ZIP File
Next, practice creating a ZIP file on your own. Use the built-in
Windows or Mac OS ZIP features if available, or download and
install a free ZIP utility of needed. You can use the “.minecraft”
directory as demonstrated in the lesson text, or select any other
folder.
In the example to the right we navigated to a “ComputerScience”
folder that happened to be on our computer and created a ZIP file
of the entire “MyWebSite” folder.

Learn Java, HTML, Visual Basic, and C# at:
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Unzipping a File
Finally, practice extracting your ZIP file to a new location. Pick a different folder or target name so you
don’t overwrite the original contents you just zipped. In the example below we un-zipped the
“MyWebSite.zip” file to the “ComputerScience/MyWebSite2” directory.

Notice how the Windows Explorer un-zip feature created the “MyWebSite” directory name automatically
underneath the target directory. Your own sample zip file and target directory will likely be different; this is
just an example.

We didn’t get into heavy-duty technical “mod” discussions in this lesson. But now you have the basic tools
and understanding needed to start installing modifications in the next lesson!

Learn Java, HTML, Visual Basic, and C# at:
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Lesson 2: Installing Minecraft Texture Packs
A “texture” is another word for an “image” or graphic that you see on the screen while playing Minecraft.
You can change individual textures or create an entirely new set of graphics to replace the original Minecraft
images. To install replacement images into Minecraft, you will create a “Texture Pack”, which is a ZIP file
that contains one or more images plus some other information.

A Quick Word about Versions…
You can find many tutorials online about creating Minecraft texture packs. Unfortunately, each time
Minecraft releases an update, those tutorials potentially become out of date. Version 1.7.4, for example,
uses a different system for storing and managing images than has been done in the past, and the system may
change again in the future. So, much of the information you find online about texture packs is either a little
bit wrong or completely wrong, depending on when it was posted.
For example, this description on the Minecraft Wiki is out of date in many ways:
http://minecraft.gamepedia.com/Tutorials/Custom_texture_packs
Even this lesson may become out of date as the Minecraft system changes. So just understand that some of
what you read online might not actually match your current version, and try to fill in the gaps yourself as
best you can.

Learn Java, HTML, Visual Basic, and C# at:
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Installing a Pre-built Pack
Let’s do a walkthrough of the process for installing an existing texture pack, and then you’ll get a chance to
do the same thing on your own in the lesson activity.
To install a texture pack, follow the steps listed below.
1. First, you need to get your texture pack. Most packs are distributed as a ZIP file that you will
download from somewhere. Be careful to only download ZIP files from trusted sites, and you may
use your anti-virus scanner to scan the package before using it!
2. For this example we’ll use a simple texture pack stored here:
http://www.HomeschoolProgramming.com/downloads/MyTexturePack.zip
Download and save the Texture Pack ZIP file to your
“.minecraft/resourcepacks” directory as shown to the
right.

3. Next, you need to un-zip the file to that same directory so a “MyTexturePack” folder contains the
exploded files as shown below.
Make sure you don’t have an extra
“resourcepacks/MyTexturePack/MyTexturePack” from the un-zip operation!

Learn Java, HTML, Visual Basic, and C# at:
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4. Now, run your Minecraft game and begin playing Single Player in a new world (or one you have
saved). Here is a screen shot of a default Minecraft world created in Single Player mode:

5.

Press “Esc” or other key to get to your Game Menu. Then select “Options…”

Learn Java, HTML, Visual Basic, and C# at:
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…and then select “Resource Packs…”

6. You should see a split screen with available texture packs on the left and selected texture packs on
the right. If the texture pack does not appear, go back and carefully check your un-zip operation
and make sure your “.minecraft/resourcepacks” folder contains exactly the contents shown above.

Learn Java, HTML, Visual Basic, and C# at:
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7. The “MyTexturePack” is the
one you just installed, so
double-click on the image to
move it to the right side.

8. Then click “Done”, “Done”, and “Back to Game” to see the results!

As you can see, our first texture pack contains a simple replacement for the grass. The top color is a steel
gray and the “base” as you look at the side of a cliff has a dark blue gradient. This isn’t fancy, but now you
know how easy it is to install a texture pack!

Learn Java, HTML, Visual Basic, and C# at:
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Lesson 2 Activity: Installing MyTexturePack
Your activity for this lesson is to verify that you can install a texture pack on your own and see the results
correctly in your Minecraft game.
Installing MyTexturePack
Follow the instructions listed in the chapter to download “MyTexturePack.zip” and install / un-zip it to the
“.minecraft/resourcepacks” directory. Then run your game, select the resource pack, and confirm that you
can see the difference!
Modifying MyTexturePack
We’ll talk more about making your own texture pack in the next lesson. The one we just installed contains
only two graphics files, and the rest of the game remains the same. If you want, you can start changing
these two image files on your own using any image editor (e.g. Microsoft Paint, Mac OS iPhoto, etc.). If
you are using Windows then a good, free program called “Paint.NET” can be downloaded from:
http://www.getpaint.net/
To change the grass cliff-side image, for example, pull up this file in your image editor:
“.minecraft/resourcepacks/MyTexturePack/assets/minecraft/textures/blocks/grass_side.png”
The current 16 x 16 pixel image is shown on the left.

What happens if you change the file to something else such as the image on
the right?

Learn Java, HTML, Visual Basic, and C# at:
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In order for this change to take effect, pull up your game options again and remove the MyTexturePack
from the list on the right side of the Resource Packs page by double-clicking on it. Then double-click on
MyTexturePack again from the left side to re-select it. When you return to the game the change should be
loaded.

Now, we just changed the image file in your un-zipped “resourcepacks/MyTexturePack” directory. If you
want to share your change with others, you’ll need to re-zip the “MyTexturePack” directory into a new ZIP
that includes your new image, and then you can send that ZIP file to your friends.

Learn Java, HTML, Visual Basic, and C# at:
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Lesson 3: Creating Texture Mods
In this lesson we are going to dive into the details of Minecraft Texture Packs and describe how to make
your own.
Finding or Making Your Images
Texture Packs involve images or graphics. So, naturally, you should start thinking about where you are
going to find or create the graphics for your pack! Remember that images can be created and edited using
image software built into your operating system such as Microsoft Paint or Mac iPhoto. You might also
find a variety of free (or paid) software online such as Paint.NET for Windows (http://www.getpaint.net/)
that have a nicer set of features.
If you are not an artist yourself, you can always find images online that are close to what you want and then
edit or resize them to fit the Minecraft specifications. Be sure you have permission to use the images you
find online, as they all belong to someone else!
Usually you want to make a mod that contains more than a few random images. With enough time and
experience, you can create a new theme where many images work together to change the overall look and
feel of the game. So put on your thinking cap and start planning what sort of new texture pack you’d like to
create. You’ll also need to decide if you are going to create or find the images you need.
Exploring the Minecraft “.jar”
You will find many references online to “minecraft.jar”. A “.jar” file is a Java package that contains one or
more files inside, like a ZIP. In fact, a JAR file uses the exact same format as ZIP! So you can take a file
called “myfile.jar” and rename it to “myfile.zip” and then use your ZIP software to peek inside.
The minecraft “.jar” file contains both Java code controlling the behavior of Minecraft and images and
other resources that control the appearance. Earlier versions of Minecraft were modified by actually
replacing individual files within “minecraft.jar” with the new versions.

Learn Java, HTML, Visual Basic, and C# at:
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In current versions, the file itself is no longer called “minecraft.jar” – instead it has a version number
matching your Minecraft installation. You can find the JAR in your “.minecraft/versions/X.X.X” directory.
The example below shows the contents of the version 1.7.10 directory:

The “1.7.10.jar” file is the minecraft.jar for version 1.7.10. Because a JAR has a ZIP
format, you can copy it to a new file named “1.7.10.zip” and then peek inside using
your operating system’s built-in ZIP features or other ZIP software. That’s exactly
what we’ve done to the right.
The JAR file contains many files – well over 1,000! In the top-level directory you can see many files ending
with a “*.class” extension. These are Java objects that control the behavior of Minecraft.

Learn Java, HTML, Visual Basic, and C# at:
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Inside the “assets” folder you will
find other resources like images
(textures). The picture to the left
shows
the
contents
of
“./assets/.minecraft/textures”.

You can see there are many sub-folders containing different groups of textures. If you go down further into
the “Textures” folder, you can see
many image files that form the overall
Minecraft look and feel.
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Texture Pack Structure
Now that you know where the basic Minecraft images come from, how do you change them!? Fortunately
you do not have to modify the JAR file at all. Instead you can create your own images in a separate folder
structure that looks very much like the “minecraft.jar” contents. Here is the key: Any files present in your
“mod” will replace the default files found in “minecraft.jar”. Any files you don’t replace in your
“mod” will continue to use the default versions.
If you look inside the “MyTexturePack” you downloaded and installed in the last lesson, you’ll see this
concept in action. That mod contains only two image files, and the rest of your Minecraft look and feel was
unchanged. This means you do not have to provide an image for every part of your Minecraft world – just
the parts you want to change. The rest of the world will use the default or normal Minecraft images.
Texture Pack Description Files
A texture pack should contain a few extra files to be a properly formed mod. These files describe the name,
author, and other information about the mod. The image below shows the 3 extra files present in
“MyTexturePack”:

We’ll cover each of these files below, but you might also find this overview useful:
http://minecraft.gamepedia.com/Resource_pack#pack.mcmeta

Learn Java, HTML, Visual Basic, and C# at:
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“pack.mcmeta”
The “pack.mcmeta” file is a simple text file that you can edit in Notepad or TextEdit. If this file is present
in the directory, then Minecraft will recognize your folder as a resource pack.
{
"pack": {
"pack_format": 1,
"description": "My First Texture Pack: by Chris"
}
}

The description “My First Texture Pack: by Chris” is what will appear in the Minecraft interface when you
are selecting resource packs.

You’ll notice a confusing set of curly braces, fields, and other characters as well. The formal name for this
text file format is called “JSON”, but don’t worry too much about that. Just cut-and-paste from some
existing example (like ours), and change only the text in between the double quotes to the right of the
description field.
“pack.png”
The “pack.png” file holds the image you want to appear next to your mod description in the
Available Resource Packs column. The image should be 64 x 64 pixels. If your image does
not have a solid background, you will want to use an image editor that supports transparency
so your image will blend in nicely with the existing background. Save the image in “PNG”
format so the transparency is supported.
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“readme.txt”
The “readme.txt” file is not actually used by Minecraft. It’s just a handy place to put any information you
want to communicate to your users that install your mod.
My First Texture Pack
by Chris

Your “readme.txt” may hold special installation instructions, credits, or anything else you’d like to say to
your mod users (if they happen to open the file).
“assets” Directory
The “assets” directory contains all of the sub-folders and images for your mod. This folder structure and
contents should match *exactly* with what you see in your minecraft.jar (such as 1.7.10.jar) “assets” folder.
Keep the same folder structure and images names, and you can delete anything that you don’t modify
yourself in order to use the Minecraft defaults.
Building your Texture Pack
OK, you are ready to get started with a new texture pack! What is the first step? You will want to create a
directory to hold your pack, and then create the required files and folders inside that directory. In most
cases, you should NOT try to create everything from scratch! You can, but it’s much easier to use an
existing pack as a starting point.
So get your favorite pack or use our sample “MyTexturePack” and put that content into your new directory.
Then edit the “pack.mcmeta” file, the “readme.txt” file, and update the “pack.png” image to represent your
own pack.
Next, you need to actually replace the images in the “assets” folder with your own. You can start with the
contents of the original Minecraft “.jar” assets folder that contains all default images and copy them into
your own “assets” directory using Windows Explorer or Mac OS Finder. Then change the images you want
and delete everything else you don’t use.
It’s just that easy! When you are done you should have a folder that contains the special resource pack files
and an “assets” directory with all of your mod images.
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Testing the Texture Pack
To test your texture pack, copy your entire mod folder to the “.minecraft/resourcepacks” folder as
described in the last lesson. Then fire up your Minecraft client and select the folder as a resource pack. If
you want to make any changes, modify the images and then reload the texture pack to see the changes. It
will certainly take some trial and error to make the images look the way you want, and even to understand
which of the many image files belong to specific pieces on the screen.
Zipping the Mod
In order to distribute your texture pack to others, ZIP up the entire folder containing your texture pack
from within the “.minecraft/resourcespacks” folder. You can then send that ZIP directly to others or post
it online with a description for everyone to see.
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Lesson 3 Activity: Creating Your Texture Pack
For this lesson activity, you are going to create your own texture pack! Creating a full texture pack to
replace all images with a new, unified theme can take a very long time. So just work on replacing a few
images to start, and you can improve your texture pack over time.
Creating a Directory
To begin, create a directory on your hard drive (e.g. “/Minecraft/<texture pack name>”). This directory
will hold your new texture pack.
Then, copy in the three texture pack files (“pack.mcmeta”, “pack.png”, and “readme.txt”) from the
“MyTexturePack.zip” example. Here is the download link again if needed:
www.homeschoolprogramming.com/downloads/MyTexturePack.zip
Next, extract the entire “assets” folder from the default Minecraft JAR file into your new texture pack
folder. You now have a good starting point for your texture pack!
Creating Images
First, look through the “assets” directory in your new texture pack folder and decide which images you want
to replace. You can delete the rest that you don’t want to change.
Then, find or create your replacement images and store the files in your “assets” directory using exactly the
same filenames and directory structure. The image sizes and resolutions should also be exactly the same.
Making the Mod Files
Using a text editor such as Notepad or TextEdit, change each of the 3 mod description files:
“pack.mcmeta”, “pack.png”, and “readme.txt”. Replace the content with new info to match your mod.
When you have finished, copy your pack folder into “.minecraft/resourcepacks” and give it a try. You will
likely need to make quite a few changes as you experiment with images to get the look you want, so don’t be
discouraged after your first attempt!
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Lesson 4: Using Painterly Pack
Over the years, many interesting packages have grown up in support of Minecraft. In this lesson we are
going review one such package called “Painterly Pack” that lets you easily create customized texture packs.
Introduction to Painterly Pack
Painterly Pack is a website that lets you create a texture pack ZIP file by selecting from thousands of premade images. So if creating a brand new look from scratch with many custom images seems a bit
overwhelming, Painterly Pack can be a great starting point.
Here is the Painterly Pack website. You are encouraged to explore it during this lesson.
http://painterlypack.net/

Credits and Terms of Use
Painterly Pack was created by “Rhodox”. The terms of use for this site are on the front page:
“Users may use this pack with an official licensed copy of Minecraft only, unless they have prior permission from
myself. If you wish to use videos, artwork, or screenshots using Painterly on your website, Youtube, etc., that's fine, but
please provide a link to the Painterly page somewhere in the description. If you wish to use Painterly graphics for
modding purposes or for creating new texture packs, please ask first, and if given permission, you must add a credit in
the mod or pack, and a link back to this page. Users may not sell, profit from, or solicit donations through use of any
part of this pack, or use it for non-minecraft materials or productions.”
We have pre-cleared our use of Painterly Pack for this lesson with Rhodox. Should you find it useful and
make it a part of your own, larger projects, please also be mindful of the terms above.
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There are three main options at the top of the Painterly Pack home page (ignoring “Mod” on the far right),
and we’ll explore each of them.
Customize
The Customize option lets you create your own custom texture pack. Click
on the “Customize” icon to reach the customization page. You should find
more radio buttons than you have ever seen in your life on one page!
You can reset all the options to a few defaults at the top by clicking one of
the “Set” buttons. Or you can click on one of the categories (like “flowers”) to expand your options. Then
you have an opportunity to select a new image for each one of the game’s objects such as “red flowers”.
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The picture to the left shows the top-level categories. Within each
category are many options for different objects. Take some time to
explore these on your own.
When you have finally finished selecting everything you want, click
on the “Create my Painterly Pack!” button at the bottom. You will
receive a ZIP file you can download from your web browser to
your hard drive. Each web browser (IE, Firefox, Chrome, Safari)
looks a little bit different, but you should be able to locate your file
after you save it.

Notice the default filename is some long
numeric string. You will probably want to
change that to something meaningful such as
“RedTheme” or other descriptive name.
After downloading your ZIP, copy it into your
“.minecraft/resourcepacks” directory and unzip it. Now you can
select this resource pack from within your Minecraft client, just as
we described in the last lesson.
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The example below shows a “RedTheme” resource pack. We simply selected most of the image options
that seemed to have some red in them, especially for the outdoor environment.

Now, this can be a starting point or an ending point for your custom theme. If you want to replace any of
the ZIP file images with your own, go ahead!
For example, we can replace the iron pick-axe by drilling down into the resource pack until we find the
“iron-pickaxe.png” image in this folder:
“/.minecraft/resourcepacks/RedTheme/assets/minecraft/textures/items”

Using any image editor you can change the image to something else like a cute heart.
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Now, after reloading the image pack, when we equip the Iron Pickaxe we see a heart instead!

Share
Let’s say you want to send your Painterly Pack to someone else. You could
send the actual ZIP, but that could be several MB in size. There is an easier
way!
Each Painterly Pack ZIP file contains a “password.txt” file in the root
directory. If you open that file in a text editor you’ll just see a bunch of
gibberish characters. However, these characters actually represent the
specific Painterly Pack options that you chose to create the original ZIP.
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So instead of sending the whole ZIP, you can send just the “password.txt” file to someone else. That
person can then go to Painterly Pack online and click the “Share” button.

You want to copy (cut-n-paste) all the contents of “password.txt” into this box. Your text editor (Notepad,
TextEdit) will have an easy way to select all of the text content in the file and then copy it to the clipboard.
Place your mouse cursor inside the text box on the Painterly Share screen and paste in all of the gibberish
characters.
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Now click “Load this pack!” You will be taken to the familiar “Customize” screen with all of the same
options pre-selected in the radio buttons. To create a new ZIP file matching the old one, just click the
“Create my Painterly Pack!” button at the bottom.
Of course this new ZIP file won’t contain any brand new images you added yourself, such as the replaced
heart in our sample “RedTheme”, but all of the original Painterly images will be there.
Tweak
If you click on the “Tweak” option from the Painterly home page, you will
immediately be given a download called “PainterlyPack.zip”.
This is a large file (58MB), so if you choose to download it, be patient. You
do not have to actually perform the download in order to complete any
activity for this lesson.
If you then unzip the file somewhere, you’ll see there is a standard “assets” directory with some default files.
You’ll also see an “alternates” directory, and this directory contains EVERY Painterly Pack image that you
might select as an alternate.
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The number of files in the “alternates” directory
can be overwhelming. Most of the filenames have
reasonably descriptive names, so you can hunt
through these to find any images you want to take
and modify for your own resource pack.

Please take note of the “readme.txt” file in the root
folder of “PainterlyPack.zip” that contains
important terms of use.

“Painterly Pack
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
by rhodox & friends
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Unless noted otherwise, all graphics in this pack were edited and created by me. A few textures were generously provided by
various individuals and are included in the pack with permission. These individuals are credited under their individual
contributions on the web site (www.painterlypack.net). The default paintings are NES sprites, and so belong to whoever made
those games, I suppose.
This pack may be used freely in whole or in part by any owner of Minecraft, and combined with other texture packs, so long as
credit is given and no profit or donations are solicited through that person's use of my textures and skins. You don't have to
credit me if you use it with your youtube videos or promoting your server or things of that nature, but it's appreciated if you do.
The pack is given away freely, however, donations for the time invested and ongoing development and testing of The Painterly
Pack are extremely appreciated. The Donate link can be found on at painterlypack.net, and if you got it from anywhere else,
it's not the official source and probably out of date.
Finally, of course, a thank you to Notch for creating such a terribly addictive, endlessly entertaining game!”
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Lesson 4 Activity: Creating Your Painterly Texture Pack
Now it’s time to create your own Painterly texture pack and share it with a friend.
Customize
To begin, go to http://painterlypack.net/ and click on the “Customize” button. Follow along with the
steps described in the lesson to create your own texture pack. You can make a very simple modification
with one or two alternate selections, or you can make an entire theme by really drilling down through all of
the options.
Create your pack and download the ZIP file to your local computer.
Copy it to your
“.minecraft/resourcepacks” directory and un-zip it. Load the resource pack into your Minecraft client and
check out the results of your work! If you need a refresher on any installation steps for resource packs, look
back over earlier lessons.
Share
If you know someone else that plays Minecraft, you can send them your custom resource pack by copying
or emailing the “password.txt” file to them. Then walk them through the process of visiting the Painterly
Pack website, clicking the “Share” button, and pasting in the password file contents. You can guide them
through the ZIP download and installation as a resource pack in their Minecraft client.
If you have no Minecraft-playing friends that want to take a look at your pack, you can try the sharing
exercise yourself by pasting your own “password.txt” file contents into the Share page. You can then verify
that the downloaded ZIP file contains the same images you selected when creating your original resource
pack.
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W HAT ’ S N EXT ?
Congratulations, you have finished Part One of our free lesson series on Beginning Minecraft Mods! Part Two
of our series will teach you how to create new blocks, recipes, and MOBs. You’ll need to know how to
write programs in Java to complete Part Two.
If you are enthusiastic about programming and would like to have more formal training in Java, C#, Visual
Basic, or HTML, you can find award-winning, self-study courses at our website.
Course
KidCoder: Web Design
KidCoder: Visual Basic
TeenCoder: C#
TeenCoder: Java/Android

Description
Use HTML, CSS, and JavaScript to create web pages
Learn Visual Basic to write your own programs and games
Use object-oriented concepts to write programs and games in C#
Learn Java and Eclipse, study for the AP CS A exam, and write
Android apps!

We hope you have enjoyed this experience, and want to continue creating Minecraft mods on your own.
There are many great free resources on the Internet to learn more about Minecraft mods. Just do a bit of
searching online or on YouTube to see what you can find!
We welcome your feedback on these lessons and suggestions for future topics. You can find us online at:
http://www.homeschoolprogramming.com
You can also follow us on Facebook and Twitter:
http://www.facebook.com/HomeschoolProgramming
http://twitter.com/HSProgramming
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